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Abstract
The goal in semiconductor manufacturing is always the same: producing  Faster, Better, Cheaper  integrated circuit chips  

every time, all the time.  Behind these three words is a labyrinth of very complex mix of systems in a typical HVM fab.  
These systems are product design, process technology, automation, information control, factory operations and people. All 

these systems have to be orchestrated to run efficiently to manufacture chips and ship them to customers with high yield,  
quality,  in  desired  quantities  and  on time.  Data  is  what  connects  all  these  systems – from design rules  to  sensors  in  

equipment to customer returns. This talk gives an inside view of HVM operations and looks at how, what, why and when 
large amounts of data are generated. The challenge of data collection, analyses and visualization for an effective decision 

making to make the Fab run smoothly and meet its targets is also explained. 
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